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Abstract

Background: Up to 20% of total knee arthroplasty (TKA) patients are not satisfied with their outcome, and coronal alignment is considered an important variable in attaining a well-functioning TKA. Neutral mechanical alignment is not necessarily the anatomic norm and has led some surgeons to advocate a shift in defining and attaining the optimal coronal component alignment. Our aim was to review the different coronal alignment paradigms of TKA and summarize the historical and contemporary outcomes of different alignment techniques.

Methods: A systematic review was performed in March 2017 via PubMed using the search terms: coronal alignment, kinematic alignment, and total knee replacement using Boolean “and” in-between terms. Relevant results were then reviewed, analyzed and summarized.

Conclusions: Early clinical outcomes of kinematically aligned TKAs are promising, but long-term clinical results are unknown. Clinical, laboratory, and retrieval studies suggest that mechanical varus in TKA, especially involving the tibial component, may result in earlier failure. Kinematic alignment with boundaries may be an optimal strategy for patients with pre-operative constitutional varus or congenital tibia vara.

Background

The importance of coronal alignment in total knee arthroplasty

Coronal alignment is considered an important variable in attaining a well-functioning TKA. [1–4] Proper alignment improves soft tissue balance and decreases mechanical and shear stresses placed on the implant fixation interface as well as on articular bearing surfaces. [4–6] Malalignment results in decreased functional outcomes and survivorship, and has been implicated as a cause of early failure due to wear and loosening, [2,4-10] particularly in older implants of non-highly crosslinked polyethylene. [11] Most surgeons follow the tenet that post-operative alignment should be within 3° of a neutral mechanical axis. [4–6,9,12–16] However, up to 20% of TKA patients are dissatisfied, [17,18] with some evidence that coronal alignment plays a role in patient satisfaction. [19,20] As such, substantial research and resources have been invested in defining optimal mechanical alignment, [21–24] as evidenced by recent developments in computer navigation, patient-specific instrumentation, and support for kinematically-aligned TKA. [25–27]

Anatomy and Alignment: Traditional Theories

Definition of the anatomical framework is required to understand different theories of coronal alignment (Table 1, Figure 1). Native knee alignment varies throughout the
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Table 1: Axes and Angles of Lower Extremity Alignment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AXES</th>
<th>DEFINITION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vertical Axis</td>
<td>Is referenced from a vertical midline extending distally from the center of the pubic symphysis. It determines overall alignment of the lower extremity. [26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anatomic Axes</td>
<td>Anatomic axes of lower extremities always are drawn proximal-to-distal and bisect the intramedullary canals. Any femoral or tibial diaphyseal deformity, either congenital, developmental, or traumatic, can markedly deviate the anatomic axes. [3,26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Anatomic Femoral Axis</td>
<td>Is typically approximately 9° of valgus compared to midline, and 5° to 7° valgus to the mechanical axis. [3,14,26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Anatomic Tibial Axis</td>
<td>Is typically in approximately 3° of varus compared to the vertical axis and approximates the mechanical axis. [3,14,26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Axis</td>
<td>Is defined by a line drawn from the center of the femoral head to the center of the talus, and typically is approximately 3° valgus to the vertical axis. [3,27,26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Mechanical FemoralAxis</td>
<td>Runs from the center of the femoral head to the intercondylar notch. [3,14,26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Mechanical Tibial Axis</td>
<td>Runs from the center of the proximal tibia to the center of the talus. [3,14,26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip-Knee-Ankle Angle (HKA)</td>
<td>Is created via intersection of the mechanical axis of the femur and tibia. It is typically just under 180°, and passes just medial to the tibial spine. [3,28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anatomic Femorotibial Angle (AFT)</td>
<td>Is formed by intersection of the anatomic femoral axis and the joint line and is typically approximately 6° of valgus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Femorotibial Angle (MFT)</td>
<td>Is formed between the mechanical femoral (3° valgus) and tibial axes (3° varus), resulting in 0°, or so-call neutral mechanical alignment. [3,14,26] The MFT is essentially the same as the HKA. [29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Femorotibial Angle (FTA)</td>
<td>Is the lateral angle created between the anatomic axes of the femur and tibia. On average, it is 178° in men and 174° in women. [3,27]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

population, and neutral mechanical alignment, defined as 0°, is not always observed in healthy, non-arthritic patients. [12] Hsu et al. [28] found the hip-knee-ankle angle (HKA) of normal adults was actually 1.2° of varus and only 2.2% had a HKA of 0°. Fahlman et al. [29] found only 11% of 143 patients had bilateral mechanically-neutral knees, with 49% aligned in mechanical varus, and 22% aligned in mechanical valgus. In asymptomatic adults, constitutionally varus knees (HKA > 3° varus) has been found in up to 32% of men and 17% of women. [31] Conversely, in a population of symptomatic osteoarthritic patients, 71% had varus alignment with a mean HKA of -9.0°. [30] Additionally, Vandekerckhove et al. [52], have shown that constitutional varus does contribute to a higher incidence of osteoarthritis in the general population.

Anatomic Alignment

The premise of anatomic alignment is that optimal component position should recreate the anatomic joint line based on long-standing roentgenograms to attain an axis extending from the center of the knee to the femoral head and ankle joint. [31] This alignment technique attempts to place the joint line parallel to the ground during the bilateral limb stance phase of normal gait. [31] However, given
that surgeons accurately place components within 3° of the desired target less than 70% of the time with conventional TKA instrumentation, aiming for 2-3° of varus may result in outliers which could predispose to early failures. [32]

Mechanical Alignment

Mechanical alignment is performed by cutting both the femur and tibia perpendicular to their respective mechanical axes. [33] This results in a TKA femoral-tibial angle of approximately 5°-7° of valgus with the purpose of creating even load distribution across the joint. [35] Advocates of mechanical alignment feared that anatomic alignment would increase medial loads and risk medial tibial component fixation failure. [35]

Restoration of mechanical alignment to 0° may increase component longevity and has demonstrated a 3% loosening rate when the mechanical axis crossed the middle 1/3rd of the prosthesis versus 24% when the mechanical axis was shifted medially or laterally. [5] Similarly, Fang et al. [12] found neutral mechanical alignment had a lower failure rate (0.5%) than varus (1.8%) or valgus (1.5%). Other authors have reported similar findings. [20,36] This is supported in wear analysis of TKA retrievals. [5,7,11,19,22,30,37,38]

Lastly, BMI may play a role in failure of the tibial component. Berend et al. [9] found a 168 times higher failure rate if the tibia component was positioned in varus (≥3°) in conjunction with a BMI >33.7 kg/m2.

Conversely, other studies have not demonstrated significant survivorship differences for TKAs placed outside of the 0±3° traditional “safe zone”. [22,24,34–36] Parratte et al. [22,30] found no differences in 15 and now 20-year survival of mechanically aligned knees (0°±3°) versus those marginally outside of these parameters (4°-6°). Bonner et al. [34] stratified TKA patients into “aligned” (0°±3°) and “malaligned” (deviation > 3°) groups and found slightly higher 15-year survival in the aligned group, although the difference was not statistically significant. [34] Similarly, Morgan et al. [35] found no difference in survivorship of TKAs independent of neutral, valgus or varus AFT. Matziolakis et al., [24] found no outcome differences in TKAs aligned in mechanical varus versus those in neutral. A review of TKAs performed on patients with pre-operative varus gonarthrosis showed no functional difference between TKAs aligned in post-operative mechanical varus versus neutral, as well as no difference in revision rates. [37] Similarly, Hadi et al. [38] did not find increased revision rates of malaligned TKAs measured using the mechanical axis, but did find an association between malalignment and revision rate using an anatomical axis. Lastly, some evidence suggests patients placed in mechanical varus have an increase in satisfaction after TKA. Vanlommel et al. [36] evaluated TKAs in pre-operative varus and found those left in mild mechanical varus (3° to 6°) had superior post-operative Knee Society (KSS) and Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Arthritis Index (WOMAC) scores compared to knees corrected to neutral or those left in increased varus (> 6°).

Even if mechanically aligned on static radiographs, there is evidence that dynamic loading of a mechanically neutral TKA may not be balanced. [39–41] Miller et al. [39] found static neutral mechanical alignment (0°±3°) in 13 of 15 knees, but only 7 of 15 had balanced dynamic loading with gait testing. In cadaveric knee analysis, Delport et al. [42] showed decreased physiological strain in collateral ligaments when TKAs were restored to ±2° of constitutional alignment versus neutral mechanical alignment.

Kinematic TKA Alignment

History and Definition of Kinematic Alignment

Kinematic alignment TKA technique evolved from kinematic studies. [43,44] Its basic principle is attempted restoration of a patient’s pre-arthritic anatomy and axes of the knee, while creating a balanced TKA throughout the entire arc of motion. Specifically, it attempts to three-dimensionally align the distal and posterior femoral joint lines of the femoral component to the original primary transverse axis of the femur and joint line of the tibia to a patient’s pre-arthritic state. [18] This could be achieved by transforming the arthritic knee to its pre-arthritic state via 3D modeling from a preoperative CT scan or MRI, [45] or by, more simply, performing tibial resection in 2°-3° of varus. [21] It proposes three axes which govern the movement of the patella and tibia with respect to the femur: a primary transverse axis within the femur about which the tibia flexes and extends, a second transverse axis in the femur, parallel and proximal to the first and about which the patella flexes and extends, and a third axis in the tibia which is longitudinal and perpendicular to the others (Figure 2). [45]
The goal of kinematic alignment is to co-align the transverse axes and restore any difference in symmetry and coronal laxity between full extension and 90° of flexion of the normal knee. [45,46] As such, the thickness of all femoral bone resections including worn cartilage and bone from the saw kerf is equal to the thickness of the femoral component. [45] Restoration of the pre-arthritic joint line level and obliquity to minimize soft tissue releases, may provide the patient with a more “naturally feeling” knee and improve patient satisfaction as theorized by proponents of kinematic alignment.

To perform kinematic alignment, use of patient-specific instrumentation, computer navigation, or measurement calipers is required to achieve the desired level of precision needed for bone cuts. [47] If even small errors in resection occur, resulting in excessive tibial varus (>5°), one risks premature tibial component failure. [47] Additionally, most kinematic alignment surgeons utilize PCL-retaining TKAs. [47]

**Proposed Advantages and Disadvantages of Kinematically Aligned TKA**

**Theoretical Advantages**

Bellemans et al. [48,49] have suggested that restoring patients with constitutional varus to neutral mechanical alignment may not optimize outcomes. Using kinematic alignment principles to instead resect the tibia in a few degrees of varus and re-establish the obliquity and location of the pre-arthritic joint line, in theory, should require less soft tissue releasing and result in a more “natural feeling” TKA. [47] Vanlommel et al. [36] showed that pre-operatively varus-deformed knees that were left in mild mechanical varus (3° to 6°) at TKA had superior post-operative functional scores compared to knees corrected to mechanical neutral (0°±3°).

**Theoretical Disadvantages**

Due to the risk of over-correction and cutting the tibia in excessive varus, surgeons performing kinematic alignment should consider using computer navigation or patient specific instrumentation to maximize precision. [47] A recent meta-analysis showed that mechanical axis malalignment greater than ±3° occurred 31.8% of the time using conventional TKA alignment techniques, versus 9.0% using computer navigation. [32]

Additionally, there is a three-decade history of satisfactory results with mechanically aligned TKAs in subjects with a wide range of limb alignment and arthritic deformities. Increased polyethylene stresses associated with malalignment has been shown by numerous reports to result in premature TKA failure. [5,7,9,11,15,50,51] Three laboratory studies have shown that 3°-5° of mechanical varus leads to uneven load distribution with increased compressive loading and medial wear. [6,53,54] Additionally, three retrieval analyses suggested that overall varus TKA alignment is correlated with increased wear and damage. [55–57] Two of three suggested if the tibial component was placed in varus but overall mechanical alignment was in neutral, then there was no increase in wear or damage. [55,56] D’Lima et al. [57] reported increased wear anytime the tibia was in varus, even if overall alignment was neutral. Additionally, cadaveric studies have consistently found that varus alignment causes increased postero-medial strain and medial loading pressures with decreased loads to implant failure. [13,16,58] Ritter et al., demonstrated increased failure rates with mechanical varus >2.5°, and as previously mentioned, Berend et al., demonstrated a 168 time increase in failure with a tibia in mechanical varus and BMI >33.7. [9,14] As such, the predominance of studies suggest that mechanical varus in TKA, especially involving the tibial component, may result in earlier TKA failure.

**Techniques of Kinematically Aligned TKAs**

**Traditional Kinematic Alignment Techniques**

Kinematic alignment technique using patient-specific femoral and tibial cutting guides was developed and described in 2005. [45] It required special software to create and transform a patient’s arthritic knee to its non-arthritic state via a 3D model generated by magnetic resonance or computed tomography imaging. This was then used to create patient-specific cutting guides based on kinematic alignment principles. To eliminate the expense of patient-specific instrumentation and allow for broader use of kinematic alignment, Howell revised his technique to use modified generic instrumentation, and educated estimations of cartilage and bone wear. [26,59] Femoral implant placement is based on the primary transverse axes about which the tibia and the patella flex and extend. The distal femoral cutting guide is manually placed just posterior to the notch apex, flush with the ‘unworn’ side and manually raised away from the ‘worn’ side to correct for wear. The goal is to perform a resection equal to the distal thickness of the femoral component with symmetric medial and lateral condylar thickness minus the thickness of the estimated cartilage and bone erosion on the worn side). For example, if the component width is 9mm and the surgeon estimates 2mm of cartilage and 1mm of osseous wear, 9mm is resected from the unworn side versus 6mm from the worn condyle (Figure 3). The posterior referenc-
The femoral cutting guide is set at neutral rotation to assure an equal resection thickness of the posterior aspects of the medial and lateral condyles because typical posterior cartilage wear is minimal (Figure 4). Chamfer cuts are made to match the best-fitting femoral component.

The tibial cutting guide is set according to native varus-valgus alignment and, like the femur, is adjusted so resection of the ‘worn’ side is thinner than the ‘unworn’ side by the amount of estimated wear present. Posterior tibia slope is set to neutral (duplicating native posterior tibial slope) to preserve the PCL insertion (Figure 5).

To balance the knee, a stepwise algorithm is proposed (Figure 6). Generally, the first step is to confirm symmetric and equal bony cuts measured via caliper once corrected for cartilage, bone wear, and saw-blade kerf. [45]
Sagittal balancing technique is similar to mechanical alignment with typical steps to address a TKA tight in flexion and or extension. Coronal balance, however, is quite different. Although both begin with the removal of osteophytes, if a TKA is tight medially in a kinematically aligned knee, the next step would be to cut the tibia in more varus rather than perform soft tissue releasing. [45] Similarly, if the knee is too tight laterally, rather than pie-crust the arcuate ligament and iliotibial band, kinematic alignment suggests re-cutting the tibia in more valgus. [45] 

**Kinematic Alignment Using Computer Navigation**

Kinematically aligning TKAs using computer navigation has been described as well. [60] Distal femoral and proximal tibial resection amounts are set to equal TKA implant thickness. Cartilage and bone loss is assessed by comparing intact areas. If subchondral bone is exposed, it is considered to represent 3 mm of cartilage loss and coronal resection angles are adjusted accordingly. [60,61] If partial thickness cartilage loss is present, it is estimated intraoperatively, and again, resection angles are adjusted. In their technique, Hutt et al. suggest keeping resections within a “safe range” of either combined coronal orientation within ±3° of neutral or limiting the lateral distal femoral and medial proximal tibial angles to ±5°. [60] All cuts are confirmed by caliper measurements intraoperatively. Posterior femoral condylar resections are completed using a posterior referencing technique set to neutral rotation to only resect the thickness of implant posterior condyles and match each patient’s native femoral rotation. In their series of 100 TKAs completed using this technique, only 5% required any ligamentous release and at mean follow-up of 2.4 years, the mean HKA angle was 0.5° varus (from 4.6° varus pre-operatively), and WOMAC and KOOS scores improved. [60] They concluded that kinematically aligned TKA using computer navigation is reproducible and offers good short-term results, and pending long-term studies, may be a viable option to partially correct extreme anatomy that may perform unsatisfactorily with traditional mechanical alignment. [60] 

**Kinematic Alignment with Boundaries**

Many surgeons today would agree that coronal alignment plays an important role in the survival and clinical outcomes of TKA. Continued debate occurs as to what the ideal alignment should be as well as the best method to obtain it. [62–64] Some experts suggest that ideal alignment is probably patient specific and a fixed amount of varus or valgus resection is not ideal. [62] Some surgeons have begun performing variations of classic kinematic alignment as described by Howell, [50] limiting the technique to patients with substantial varus alignment, such as constitutional varus or congenital tibial vara. In these patients, surgeons limit varus tibial resection to a maximum 3° to avoid excessive medial tibial loads and restrict distal femoral valgus resection to a range of 2-8° (5°±3° of valgus) with the goal of removing a similar amount of bone from medial and lateral distal femoral condyles. While classic kinematic alignment proposes equal posterior condylar resection, some surgeons will vary the thickness of medial vs. lateral posterior resections to assure gap balance in flexion. These variations from classic kinematic alignment have been referred to by some as “kinematic alignment with boundaries.” They are briefly mentioned here to reflect the thoughts of surgeons interested in challenging the traditional concept of aligning all TKAs to neutral mechanical alignment. The authors cannot recommend or dispute these alignment variations as valuable data with their use are not yet available.

**Outcomes of Kinematically Aligned TKAs**

Unfortunately, there are no clinical studies evaluating the long-term clinical outcomes of kinematically aligned TKAs. Howell et al. [25] has published a 31-month follow-up of 214 kinematically aligned knees divided into three groups based on the mechanical axis: TKAs in >3° varus, TKAs in >3° valgus, and TKAs in the neutral range of 0°±3°. Postoperatively, all had similar WOMAC and Oxford Knee Scores (OKS), and there were no catastrophic failures or need for TKA revision for loosening, instability or wear, even with tibial varus outliers to 9°. Similarly, Dossett et al. [65] performed a randomized control trial (RCT) comparing 88 TKAs, 44 which underwent kinematic alignment and 44 which underwent mechanical alignment. At two-years, those who underwent kinematic alignment had statistically significant improvement in WOMAC, KSS, and OKS scores as well as higher mean flexion and less pain than those with mechanical alignment. In a multicenter patient questionnaire study, patients who had a kinematically aligned TKA were three-times more likely to state their knee felt more ‘normal’ compared to those with a mechanically aligned TKA. [66] 

More recently, studies have not been able to find any clinical difference in kinematically versus mechanically aligned TKAs. Howell et al. [67] re-evaluated 219 kinematically aligned knees at a mean follow-up of 6.3 years, again showing no difference in functional outcomes, WOMAC, or OKS. Kinematically aligned knees had a 97.5% survivorship with one deep infection, one loose tibial component, and two loose patellar components. Similarly, Young et al. [68] performed a RCT of 99 TKAs,
comparing mechanical to kinematically aligned TKAs. At 2 years, no difference was observed in OKS, WOMAC or Forgotten Joint scores between the two groups, nor was there any difference in complication rates. HKA axis did not differ between groups, but kinematically aligned TKAs had 1.9° more tibial varus and 1.6° more femoral valgus than the mechanically aligned group. Interestingly, a recent retrospective review of 361 consecutive primary TKAs found that in knees with preoperative varus alignment, those that were corrected to mechanical neutral actually had improved median KSS when compared to those left in residual varus. [69]

Finally, a meta-analysis including 877 kinematically aligned TKAs with a mean follow-up duration of 37.9 months found a cumulative survivorship of 97.4% [70]. There was a 1.2% revision rate for patellofemoral problems, but kinematic versus conventionally aligned TKAs demonstrated no differences in complication rates. Additionally, the kinematic group had a higher combined postoperative KSS (mean difference of 9.1 points). Authors concluded that overall survivorship or complication rates do not differ, but that functional outcomes favor kinematically aligned TKAs in the short term.

**Kinematic Alignment: Questions Remaining**

**Will placement of the tibial component in varus affect long-term wear and fixation?**

There are a number of previous studies that have shown inferior results of TKAs with the tibial component positioned in varus alignment. [9,37,54,71] Since we know that constitutional varus contributes to a higher incidence of knee osteoarthritis in the non-implanted knee, will the varus positioning of the tibial component similarly cause accelerated medial wear of the polyethylene bearing after TKA? While current clinical studies of kinematically aligned TKAs have not shown higher rates of tibial loosening, radiographically noticeable polyethylene wear or osteolytic lesions, these studies have limited follow-up duration. Longer term data, as well as fluoroscopic, in-vivo, weight bearing kinematic analyses, are needed to truly assess the longevity and functional outcomes overtime.

**Will removal of one or both cruciate ligaments during TKA affect the precision of the transverse axes utilized for implant positioning in kinematically aligned TKA?**

Kinematic alignment in TKA strives to restore native flexion-extension and longitudinal rotation axes of the tibiofemoral joint. [44] However, the work performed by Hollister, et al. [49] was performed on native cadaveric knees that still had intact anterior cruciate (ACL) and posterior cruciate ligaments (PCL). The ACL is typically sacrificed during TKA, and a substantial number of surgeons implant posterior cruciate substituting (PS) TKAs. Will sacrificing the PCL change the flexion-extension and longitudinal rotation axes Hollister described?

A study of nine cadaver knees pre- and post- ACL reconstruction found significant changes in the longitudinal axes of rotation after ACL reconstruction with a relatively large (2.1 mm) medial translation. [72] Smaller changes were also present in the anterior to posterior axis (0.3 mm shift posteriorly) as well as the internal-external rotation axis (0.5° of internal rotation). [72] This intuitively makes sense as posteroomedial wear is common in osteoarthritic knees after ACL attenuation. [73] Kinematic analysis of ACL deficient native knees has shown increased mean contact stresses especially posteroomedially. [74] What is unclear is whether the varus alignment from kinematically aligned TKAs, accentuated by the lack of the ACL, will increase the medial tibial load enough to predispose kinematically aligned TKAs to earlier failure. Similarly, a PCL deficient knee also experiences increased tibiofemoral contact stresses in the medial compartment. [75] While the main implementers of kinematic alignment implant cruciate retaining (CR) prostheses, a significant proportion of surgeons implant PS TKAs. [47] As such, it also stands to question whether performing kinematic alignment in PS implant designs will lead to increased contact stresses and earlier failure. These data stimulate the question of whether kinematic alignment is a concept best suited to bicruciate-retaining TKA.

**Internal rotation of femoral and tibial components has been frequently observed with use of kinematic alignment in TKA. Will these rotational variances have long-term effects on patellar tracking, wear, or fixation in addition to limiting postoperative knee flexion?**

In the kinematically aligned TKA, the optimal rotation of the femoral component in the axial plane is based on restoration of the posterior femoral joint line of the pre-arthritic knee. This is in contrast to conventional techniques of determining rotation by placement perpendicular to the anterior-posterior axis, parallel to the transepicondylar axis (TEA), or parallel to the resected tibia with each collateral ligament equally tensioned. [76–78] In an MRI study of 114 kinematically aligned TKAs, the mean posterior femoral axis was found to be 4° internally rotated when compared to the TEA. [79] A separate analysis of 101 kinematically aligned TKAs found femoral rotation to range from -3° internal to 2° external, and tibial rotation to vary from -11° internal to 12° external. [80] This same analysis found a weak negative association between internal malrotation
and OKS and WOMAC scores. [80] Internal rotation of the femoral and/or tibial components in TKA has been associated with increased patellofemoral complications, anterior knee pain, premature polyethylene wear, arthrofibrosis, and early failure. [81–86] Although early clinical outcome studies have shown promising results for kinematically aligned TKAs, the most common reason for revision was patellofemoral complications (1.2%). [20] These included patellar instability, and anterior knee pain requiring lateral patellar facet excision. While these failures are likely multifactorial, it does bring up the concern that kinematically aligned TKAs may have a higher incidence of patellar problems because of the relatively higher incidence of internal femoral and tibial component rotation. Additionally, Boldt, et al. [87] observed a clear correlation between arthrofibrosis and placement of the femoral component internally rotated relative to the TEA.

**Does kinematic alignment work well for all knees requiring TKA?**

Does this concept work for all implant designs? Is it still safe to use this method in knees with severe angular deformity and ligamentous attenuation? It is known that the ACL serves as a secondary stabilizer of the lateral flexion gap. Fluoroscopic studies of PCL-retaining TKAs have shown that femoral condylar lift-off predominately occurs laterally, believed secondary to loss of the stabilizing effect of the ACL. [88] Lateral femoral condylar lift-off increases medial condylar loads. If the tibial component is already positioned in varus, will this, in conjunction with loss of the ACL result in medial tibial overload and premature failure?

**Summary/Conclusions**

While extensive long-term data supporting reliable clinical outcomes and survivorship of mechanically aligned TKAs exists, there continues to be up to 20% of TKA patients who are not satisfied with their functional outcomes. While this reality is likely multifactorial in nature, and not solely due to knee alignment, it is also known that neutral mechanical alignment is not necessarily the anatomic normal. This has led some surgeons to advocate a paradigm shift in defining optimal component alignment. While short-term clinical and functional outcomes of kinematic alignment are promising, long-term clinical results and survivorship are still needed to make any lasting conclusions. Patients with large deformities in pre-operative alignment may benefit from a kinematic alignment with boundaries technique. Additionally, with increasing scrutiny of how health-care dollars are spent, it is unclear whether the adoption of expensive technology (i.e., computer navigation, patient-specific instrumentation, etc.) which may facilitate the precision required to attain ideal results with kinematic alignment, will be supported without long-term clinically superior results.
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